
Conflict in the Democratic Republic of the Congo 

Background: 

The Democratic Republic of the Congo is very wealthy and a sizeable country with rich 

resources, yet the government has not reaped the benefits for its civilians. The Democratic 

Republic of the Congo is plentiful in diamonds, gold, copper, cobalt, zinc, cassiterite, and coltan. 

Despite its huge potential, the country has little roads and fewer railways. Their education and 

health systems have failed and overall development is unimpressive. To add, the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo is coming off of a nine year stint of war from 1994-2003 that killed over 

five million people. The nine year conflict included both the First and Second Congo War, which 

are also known together as the Great African War. Although the war is over, continued violence 

by rebel groups plagues the country. 

 In the past, civil war, corruption, and sub-par governance have sent the country into 

turmoil. The corruption began in 1965, after Joseph Mobutu seized power from the Belgians, of 

whom had enslaved millions of the people of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Mobutu 

named the country Zaire, and as he became increasingly wealthy, he used his riches to attempt to 

stay in power. When the Rwandan Genocide occurred in 1994 along with the Great African War, 

Mobutu fell from power. Rwanda had a great effect on the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

During the Rwandan genocide, the Hutus attempted to exterminate the Tutsis, however were 

unsuccessful and were overthrown. When the Hutus were overthrown, over two million fled the 

country for fear of revenge by the newly-instated Tutsi government. When the Hutus arrived in 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo, they partnered with the government of Mobutu and once 

again began attacking the Tutsis. The Tutsis then overthrew Mobutu’s government with help 



from Uganda, and Laurent Kabila became the new president. However, Kabila was not efficient 

enough to the Tutsis and a force was sent to remove him because he did not get rid of the Hutu 

militias. Kabila called on neighboring countries Zimbabwe, Angola, and Namibia to aid him in 

fighting Rwanda. All of these events are interconnected, and led to the Great African War and 

the death of over five million people. Once the war ended, it was hypothesized that the war was 

used to cover up the robbing of resources of the Democratic Republic of the Congo by other 

nations. 

Currently in the country is unrest do to the fact that President Kabila’s son had taken 

power in 2001 after his father was assassinated. He has remained in power since then and was 

supposed to hold elections for his position in November, yet has plead to having an outdated 

electoral college and is pushing off the date of the election to be not until April of 2018. People 

fear that the government is no longer a democracy and is a dictatorship once again, leading to 

riots like in September which left fifty-three people dead.  

 Development of the Democratic Republic of the Congo is absolutely necessary because 

the lack of development opens up to many other problems. The Democratic Republic of the 

Congo does have an impressive growth rate stationed at about 8%, yet is still one of the poorest 

countries in the world. It is ranked 176 out of 187 on the Human Development Index, with a 

poverty rate of 63%. In addition, the sexual violence, the displaced persons, and rebel groups put 

many in danger which makes development more difficult. However, if change can be made, 

using the rich resources the Democratic Republic of the Congo can become the most prominent 

African nation. 



 Mass reform to the education and health systems are absolutely necessary for the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. Health problems are widespread, with millions of cases of 

malaria every year and issues like malnutrition affecting over two-thirds of the population of 

children. The healthcare system collapsed in the Great African War, and thus hospitals are poorly 

equipped with supplies and staff. There is approximately one doctor for every 10,000 people in 

the country according to the World Health Organization. It is hypothesized that this low medical 

staff count is a result of the government not paying the staff, resulting in them either leaving or 

joining private medical sectors. Education systems also suffered as a result of the war. After the 

Great African War, 5.2 million children were out of school. The government of the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo does not spend much on education to make matters worse. Only 2.5 

percent of the country’s GDP was allotted for education, ranking it near last place in all the 

countries in the world. Many of the schools in the Democratic Republic of the Congo are not 

state-run either, many are formed by other groups, an example being a Catholic school. 

 Another issue involved with the Democratic Republic of the Congo is that they make use 

of child soldiers. Not only are rebel groups using them, but the government is using them as well. 

Up to 30,000 children are enlisted in the country’s army. Their reasoning for such action is that 

many cannot bring themselves to kill a child and as a result, their recruiting is high. Females are 

also used by army and rebel groups as concubines for sexual intercourse. 

UN Involvement: 

The United Nations has been involved in the Democratic Republic of the Congo since 

1990, with over 20,000 peacekeeping troops in the country. However, the UN troops have been 

accused of not acting appropriately or not at all. This occurred in August 2010 where over 150 



women and children were raped outside of a UN base in Luvungi, and there was no UN 

response. Experts have praised the UN is its key role in setting up democratic elections in the 

country, but state that no action has been taken to quell the violence. 

The United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo, also known as the MONUSCO is a peacekeeping mission that took over from a previous 

mission (MONUC) in 2010. Security Council Resolution 1925 authorized MONUSCO as the 

envoy to “use all necessary means to carry out its mandate relating, among other things, to the 

protection of civilians, humanitarian personnel and human rights defenders under imminent 

threat of physical violence and to support the Government of the DRC in its stabilization and 

peace consolidation efforts.” 

 The UNHCR also works extensively in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The 

UNHCR has the country on its Global Focus, and has a constant update of key factors of ongoing 

issues. The UNHCR made a statement in 2016 in which their goal was to focus on the rights of 

newly arrived refugees in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The UNHCR is also the 

leading agency in CCCM - which means camp coordination and camp management - to provide 

assistance to the internally displaced persons (IDP). The UNHCR also provides “financial, 

technical and logistical support to the National Commission for Refugees (CNR).” The UNHCR 

also has a four pillar budget plan regarding the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Pillar one of 

spending is for the refugee program. Pillar two is the stateless program and pillar three is for 

reintegration programs to integrate refugees into daily life. Pillar four spending goes toward 

internally displaced persons, called IDP projects. Overall, the UN has done extensive work in the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. 



Questions to Consider: 

1. How can development of the DRC aid in the reduction of rebel groups and the improvement of 

government systems? 

2. How can the education and healthcare systems be improved? 

3. How can the DRC be incentivized to not use child soldiers? Is it possible to get rebel groups to 

stop using the children? 

4. How can acts of sexual violence be reduced? How can the reduction of poverty lead to higher 

overall safety of women and children? 

5. How can UN peacekeeping envoys be made more successful? How can the UN prevent failure 

of these programs to protect the civilians? 
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